1964) and the present one (1966) has been that' a substantially • large number of items have been shifted from .
Finall'y in the case when P^ S^ is the new supply curve the price prevailing:would be OP^ which is less than pre-bonus price and the quantity supplied will increase from 0XQ to GXg. There is an implicit redistribution of income in the above mechanism of the bonus scheme. As is well known this scheme gives a "surcharge" on imports borne by importer, consumer or both ---and a transfer of income in favour of the exporters who earn bonus vouchers. Exporters gain to the extent of the bonus voucher premium. In terms of Fig. 1 above, in the first case where post-bonus price exceeds pre-bonus price, P P^ measures the total amount of income transferred to exporters per unit of importIn this case the burden of transfer is shared by the importer and the user. The importer's share is P PQ and user's share is PQ P-j . In the second case when the equilibrium price and quantity remains unchanged even after.the commodity is shifted to bonus, the amount of transfer ^equals P PQ, and the whole, of it is borne by the Importer.
Finally, when the price of the commodity declinefs as a result of
•shift to bonus, transfer takes olace in two directions (both k u'from/the. importer) to exporters as bonus (EPo X" and to consumers -form of reduction in price per..unit of. the commodity (P0 , .
.• ro
In certain cases some licensed items, especially those earmarked specified for industrial users only, are also allowed to be imported on bonus." This introduces some complications in our analysis of bonus imports. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
here we have a situation where for the sane commodity two supply curve exists -one for licensed importers and the other for bonus importers who have to pay a ..higher price for their imports.
Let P S" be the supply curve for license importers and LX0 the Except for a few cases all prices between two sources we, took the average.
... Collecting C&F prices raised different problems the most important of'which is that importers usually consider them as trade secrets and do not reveal the C&F prices unless they have to. A few however volunteered information about the C&F
•price of some commodities. T.jere is, of course the real possibility of overstatement of cost in those sources,.
C&F prices were also collected from official records of gov« < 5 rnment ' 2/ ' " and semigoverriment organizations--' publisher! bulletins
1J
In More precisely, in Pal's study of 1964-65 data, the average scarcity premium for 3. particular broad category of goods,, say the n imported goods in East Pakistan, was computed as:
. 4 U 64i P 64i
• :
where each W^^ is the'proportion of the i th commodity ( 
where is now the proportion of the i the commodity in East Pakistan consumption goods imports. Finally this set is further subdivided into groups of commodities receiving the same treatment under the import policy. So, for the k bonus consumption, for instance, th'e average scarcity premium is:
where is the proportion of tra i thecommodity in bonus -consumption" • import s"lnttr~Errs1r Pakirtan. 
IV' Empirical Findings
The results of our study.are.summarized in Table I . It is based on detailed figures given in Table II through VII.
A. Changes in Import Classification
The first stage of the comparison with Pal (Column (2) to (4) of Table I ) shows the changes in average scarcity premia of different groups of commodities (by use or by import policy) due to change in import classif.-'.cation alone (Col. (5) to (7) of Table I is not surprising that the total scarcity premium on each of these items is very high.
Bonus items like domestic refrigerator (-9? 15) motor jeeps (2,2), motor scooters (1,3), bicycles (3,7) are characterized by very low scarcity premium. Of particular interest is domestic refrigerator, which comes out i-ith negative premium in West (without tax or tariff) Pakistan. Again personal Import /appears to have an important role to play. We have here, two sources of supply (personal import and bonus) to the market but with substantial difference in cost.
Whenever "Uhere is considerable inflow of such items" from personal sources it tends to depress the price and calculation of scarcity premium on the basis of bonus price may result in negative profits, Howevay, in East Pakistan there is positive profit maxgiji for this item suggesting that the second source of supply do.es not play as significant a role there. Low profit margin on other bonus items could be a result of systematic oyerinvoicing (far . a. capital outflov^ of imports by the importers -a problem more severe for licensed imports but perhaps not absent in case of bonus.
High mark up on other items can be' explained by temporary supply bottleneck (glycerine -67,256; coal --'123) In Section III we decribed the scarcity pyemia earned on imports of different groups of commodities in PaVistan. In this we will make a few comments on th<=ir implication for different aspects of import control policv. In addition, ™e
shall present a few words of explanation for our findings abort the relative scarcitv oremia of East and West Pakistan.
Interpretation of our results about scarcity premia on imported commodities necessitates a careful analysis of certain aspects of import control policv. In this context we shall concentrate our attention on the free list and bonus scheme,t.he two most important elements of import liberalization which has been a much noted feature of our economv in recent vears.
As for free list several question have been raised recentlv"
The most' important 'of them relates to the "uest^'on of whether free list is really T free T <, A second and related ;^e stion is whether it is performing its function properly. In an article published in this journal Thomas £ U. _7 has discussed these questions and his conclusions suggest that answers to' both Questions are in the ne'gative. Numerous restrictions that go with the free list take away' much of the freedom that is implied in the name. However, it was found that in soite of several restriction surrounding it, in the initial '.'ear (1964) the free list had very favourable effect on imports which grew substantiallv -prices of free list items fell' about 6.7 per cent and industrial capacity increased with more raw materials available, ^ut results of our study suggest that the situation has changed over timp. J_Q/ In fact some important items of imnort o^ the earlier period '' ;r are no longer imported into West"Pakistan since their demand is met domestically now, viz. sugar, cement (some import 'perhaps takes place on government account),-'coa'l etc. In addition to this serious food shortage in the recent oeriod i-n West Pakistan'might have had some damertihg effect on the demand for imported consumption goods Distortions In certain part of the province due to ws.r might also have some role to play. Source: Table II 
(3) 
